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Abstract. Ti-6wt%Al-4wt%V (Ti64) is an α + β titanium alloy, in which the

alloying components strongly affect the mechanical properties. In this report, element

partitioning effects in Ti64 are investigated by using the first-principles phase field

(FPPF) method, which has recently been proposed by our group. In the FPPF method,

the local free energy is calculated using cluster expansion method in combination with

density functional theory and the temperature effect is incorporated using potential

renormalization theory. We have succeeded in identifying enrichment of Al (V) in the

α (β) phase, i.e., the clear evidence for the element partitioning effects of Al and V,

without using any thermodynamical parameter. The transformation of the β phase and

the α phase in microstructure is investigated by varying the V and Al concentration by

a small amount. Our results are in excellent agreement with the recent experimental

results, showing the validity of the FPPF method for ternary alloys.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays Ti-6wt%Al-4wt%V (Ti64) is one of the most used Ti alloys in industry with

a broad range from aerospace to medical applications. Ti64 is a two-phase Ti alloy,

which has the hexagonal close packed structure (HCP) (α) and the body centered cubic

structure (BCC) (β). The α + β titanium shows high strength, relatively low density

and good resistance against fatigue crack initiation and corrosion [1–5]. The mechanical

properties and the properties related to phase transformations of Ti64 are strongly
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influenced by the microstructure, which is determined by the history of processing,

thermal treatment procedures, and alloying element partitioning effects [6–8].

Element partitioning effects on the phase transformation and mechanical properties

of Ti alloys have been studied very recently in both experiments and simulations [9–13].

It is known that Al and O exhibit as the α stabilizer and have a high concentration

in the α phase. In contrast, the β stabilizers such as V, Mo, Cr, and Fe prefer to

diffuse into the β matrix [10]. The plasticity decreases, while the tensile strength and

the yield strength increases if the Al or V concentration increases even by a very small

amount [7]. By using a combination of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy

dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), Banerjee et al. [14] measured chemical compositions

and microstructures across the graded Ti-8Al-xV. They have indicated that the volume

fraction of the α phase decreases and the volume fraction of the β phase increases as

the V content increases. On the other hand, with increasing mass content of Al, the

β grain size decreases as was reported by Tan et al. [15], who used laser solid forming

(LSF). Very recently, Huang et al. studied the influence of thermal treatments on

element partitioning effects in the α + β titanium alloy using both experiments and

simulations [13]. They analyzed the effects of the solution temperature and the holding

time on the alloying element partitioning by electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA),

and observed quantitatively the Al and V distributions in the two phases and at the

phase boundary. Then, they performed the phase field (PF) simulation to investigate the

element partitioning during the α→β transformation. In their PF simulation, the initial

microstructure characterized by SEM was used as a direct input, and the free energy

was formulated based on other thermodynamical parameters [13]. To the best of our

knowledge, there is no direct first-principles-based simulation on element partitioning

effects of Ti64 that does not rely on empirical parameters of the α and β phases.

Traditionally, it is very costly and time-consuming to design Ti alloys and to

model their processes [7]. One of the most challenging task in computational materials

science is to predict and control precisely the evolution of material microstructures. The

recent advance in computing technology helps scientists to simulate the microstructure

of materials without consuming much time and cost. One can find some recent

computational approaches to microstructure simulations in the paper by Zhang et al.

[16], such as cellular automation [6,16,17], Monte Carlo [18,19], phase field (PF) [20–22],

and crystal plasticity finite element [23, 24]. However, it should be emphasized that

all these methods have been applied only empirically. There are input parameters,

for example, thermodynamic and kinetic data, which are difficult to obtain from

experiments [16]. To overcome this problem, the first-principles phase field (FPPF)

method was proposed by our group [25]. In the FPPF method, instead of using the

continuous Ginzburg–Landau-type polynomial free energy as in almost all traditional PF

methods, the step-wise local free energy is introduced to describe atomic arrangements

and local compositions. This step-wise free local energy is calculated by combining

density functional theory (DFT) [26, 27], cluster expansion theory [28], and potential

renormalization theory [29, 30]. The method was applied to Ni-Al alloys at 1027◦C
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and succeeded in reproducing the evolution of microstructures as a function of only the

average composition without using any thermodynamic empirical parameter [25].

In the present report, we extend the FPPF method to a ternary alloy, Ti64. By

using the number densities of the constituent elements as the phase field variables,

we can compute the distribution map of each element in an alloy without using any

thermodynamic empirical parameter. Here we particularly focus on element partitioning

effects of the Ti64 alloy and investigate the influence of systematically varying the Al

and V concentrations by using the FPPF method. We compare our results with the

recent experimental results.

2. Methodology

The detail of the FPPF method was explained in our previous paper [25]. In this

method, we have considered number densities ϕX of the constituent elements i.e., X =

Ti (ϕNi), Al (ϕAl), and V (ϕV ) as the phase field variables. The local free energy F as a

functional of these phase field variables was calculated by using potential renormalization

theory [29, 30] together with cluster expansion theory [28, 31, 32]. Using Pipeline Pilot

and Materials Studio produced by Dassault Systemes, Inc., and the CAmbridge Serial

Total Energy Package (CASTEP) [33] for DFT calculations, we developed a protocol

that automatically submits a huge number of DFT calculations with CASTEP to find

the step function of the local free energy F in the crystal structures of FCC, BCC, and

HCP phases, which are required as inputs for the FPPF simulations. The detailed design

of the protocol is explained in Appendix. In principle, our method can be applicable

to any kind of alloys, and here we demonstrate the extension of the theory from binary

systems to ternary alloys. The explicit functional form for the local free energy can be

represented as:

F (ϕT i, ϕAl, ϕV ) =
4∑

n,m,l

fn(ϕT i)fm(ϕAl)fl(ϕV )ET inAlmVl
, (1)

where fi(x) = θ(x − i) − θ(x − i − 1) and ET inAlmVl
is the renormalized energy of the

TinAlmVl cluster. In the cases of (n + m + l) < 0 and (n + m + l) > 4, the local

free energy is positive and increases sharply by using a polynomial function to avoid

unrealistic composition [25]. The chemical potentials are given by

µTi = F (ϕTi + 0.5, ϕAl, ϕV)− F (ϕTi − 0.5, ϕAl, ϕV)− εTi∇2ϕTi, (2a)

µAl = F (ϕTi, ϕAl + 0.5, ϕV)− F (ϕTi, ϕAl − 0.5, ϕV)− εAl∇2ϕAl, (2b)

µV = F (ϕTi, ϕAl, ϕV + 0.5)− F (ϕTi, ϕAl, ϕV − 0.5)− εV,∇2ϕV (2c)

where εX (X= Ti, Al or V) denotes the gradient energy coefficient of ϕX, and εX∇2ϕX

represents the interface energy contribution. For the conserved order parameters, such as

the composition and the atomic density, the Cahn-Hilliard equation is applicable. The

generalized Cahn-Hillard equation is derived from the continuity equation ∂ϕX/∂t =
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−∇ · JX and the flux, JX = −MX∇µX :

∂ϕX

∂t
= MX∇2µX . (3)

For simplicity, we assume that MX and εX to be independent of the species X,

and simulation time and simulation cell size to be arbitrary units, which can be scaled

to the experimental time and length if required [25]. It is essentially important to

incorporate the random force in the phase field equation, because the local free energy

is reconstructed with its local values. The amplitude of the random force is chosen as

0.5 for all the calculations. The grid space of 156 x 156 is used, and the grid space

(dx), the time step (dt) are set at 0.8 and 0.00001, respectively. The PFFP simulations

are performed for a time step until the microstructure becomes almost stable (typically

around 105 steps for Ti64). Because V has only a very small amount (less than 5wt%), we

assume that the initial structure contains Ti- and Al-rich/poor seeds and V is distributed

homogeneously.

3. Results and discussion

There are 34 possible atomic structures of TinAlmVl with n + m + l≤4; see Table. 1.
The renormalized energy in Eq. (1) is given by the sum of the total energy and the
renormalization energy in Table. 1. We have performed the calculation for both BCC
and HCP structures, and then compared the two local free energies. Because Ti is the
main element in Ti64 (90wt%), so we used the optimized lattice parameter for pure Ti
alloys by CASTEP programs based on the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
using the PBE functional [34]. For Ti64, the cutoff energy is set at 500 eV, and the lattice
parameter is 3.32 Å for BBC unit cell, and a = 2.94, c = 4.63 Å for HCP unit cell. The
experimental lattice parameter for BBC is 3.32 Å, and a = 2.95, c = 4.68 Å for HCP unit
cell [35]. For some of the stoichiometric compositions, the assumed structures are similar
to those treated in the previous first-principles calculations (Ti3Al [36], Ti2Al2 [36, 37],
TiAl2 [36,37], TiAl3 [36,38], Ti2AlV [39]). The structure that has smaller free energy is
chosen for the input of the local free energy in the FPPF model. For example, the HCP
structure was chosen for Ti4, and the BCC structure was chosen for Ti2Al2. In the case
of pure Ti, the HCP-BCC transition temperature Tc is 2517◦C; see Fig.1. Even though
this result is different from experimental data (the experimental Tc is 882◦C [40]), it
shows an improvement in comparison to the phonon calculation where Tc is calculated
as 2727◦C [41]. In this report, a simple version of potential renormalization theory is
applied, where all atoms are fixed at the lattice points except for a central atom that
is displaced around the lattice point, although a more precise calculation could be in
principle done with the displacement of atoms at surrounding lattice points [29,30].
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Figure 1: The local free energy corrections per basic tetrahedron (primitive unit cell including

four atoms) of pure Ti in the HCP and BCC structures versus temperature.

The initial input energy/ local free energy was constructed from both HCP and
BCC atomic structures. In this study, the interstitial atoms were not considered for
simplicity, and the unit cells were assumed to have only Ti, Al, V and vacancies.
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Table 1: Tetrahedral clusters with all possible non-equivalent combinations of Ti, Al, and V,

including vacancies. The total energies/renormalization energies, in eV/unit cell, calculated

by first-principles DFT with GGA using CASTEP program is shown below for each structure.

The renormalization energy at 980◦C was calculated by using potential renormalization theory.

Ti4 Ti3Al Ti3V Ti2Al2 Ti2V2

-27.49/0.078 -25.07/0.069 -28.66/0.069 -21.96/0.013 -29.76/-0.015

Ti2AlV TiAl3 TiV3 TiAl2V TiAlV2

-26.21/0.005 -18.90/-0.067 -30.94/-0.021 -23.53/0.043 -27.35/0.029

Al4 Al3V Al2V2 AlV3 V4

-14.75/0.013 -19.97/0.065 -23.95/-0.0008 -28.34/0.006 -32.19/-0.018

Ti3 Ti2Al Ti2V TiAlV Al2Ti

-18.22 -16.06 -19.23 -16.92 -13.99

V2Ti V3 Al3 AlV2 Al2V

-20.15 -21.13 -10.32 -17.64 -14.57

Ti2 TiAl TiV Al2 V2

-10.28 -8.42 -11.14 -5.89 -11.83

AlV Ti Al V elements

-8.97 -2.85 -1.81 -3.19
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Fig.2 (a) and (b) are the distribution map of Al and V. Here, the color scale
represents the element concentration, that increases from black to white. From this
figure, one can see clear evidence about the enrichment of Al in the α phase and V
in the β phase, which clearly suggests element partitioning effects. Here, the element
partitioning effects mean that Al and V are selectively partitioned into α and β phase,
respectively. That is, in these effects, Al prefers to populate in the α phase and V prefers
to populate in the β phase. Our results are in a good agreement with the experimental
results of Huang et al. [13] (see also Fig.1 of their paper), who demonstrated that
the α phase has higher Al concentration while the β grain boundary has higher V
concentration; see Fig.2 (c).

Figure 2: Plot of the number density distribution of (a) V and (b) Al at the simulation time

t = 10. (c) shows the values of Al and V concentration at four positions 1, 2, 3, and 4, where

1-the center of α; 2, 3-the edge of α, β near the α/β boundary, respectively; and 4-the center

of β.

The evolution of the microstructure during the simulation time is shown in Fig.3.

There are several brighter points at time t = 10 that transform to darker points at later

times in the Al concentration figure; see Fig.3 (d), (e), and (f). These points represent

the transformation from the α phase to the β phase. This change is simply caused by

the fact that the initial seeds of Al are the brighter points, which gradually diffuse in

the α phase.
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Figure 3: Time evolution of microstructures during the simulation. (a), (b), and (c) show the

evolution of the V concentration, (d), (e), and (f) show the evolution of the Al concentration.

The bright colour parts have higher concentration of the element than the dark colour parts.

Fig.4 presents the time evolutions of the local free energy and the derivative of the
local free energy. When the β grain boundary and the α phase are stable, the local free
energy has the minimum value.
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Figure 4: (a), (b), and (c) present the local free energy and (d), (e), and (f) present the

derivative of the local free energy at t=10, 50, and 100, respectively.

The local free energy has lower values and the derivative of the local free energy

has higher values at the β grain boundary. Our results are consistent with the study of

Alabort et al. [42], who stated that the changes in the volume fraction of the β phase

are responsible for the transition from dislocation-creep to superplastic grain boundary

sliding.
Next, the change in the β grain boundary is investigated by modifying the V

concentration by a very small amount. Here we keep the Al concentration at 6wt%
while increase V from 4.1wt% to 5.2wt%. As the V concentration increases, there is
a decrease in the volume fraction of the α phase and an increase of the β phase. One
can realize the β grain boundary getting brighter and there are more points which
have higher V concentration; see Fig.5 (a), (b), and (c) for V concentration and Fig.5
(d), (e), and (f) for Al concentration. These results are in a good agreement with the
experimental results of Banerjee et al. [14].
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Figure 5: Change in the microstructure when the V concentration is increased from 4.1wt%

to 5.2 wt%. (a), (b), and (c) are the V concentration while (d), (e), and (f) are the Al

concentration.

On the other hand, the concentration of V is kept as 6wt% while Al is increased
from 6.1wt% to 6.6wt%. The results are shown in Fig.6. The volume fraction of the
α phase increases from Fig.6 (d) to Fig.6 (f), and there appear more brighter points,
which is a good agreement with the experimental results of Tan et al. [15]. When Al
concentration is increased with fixed V concentration, the volume fraction of the α
phase increased because Al is selectively populated in the α phase due to the element
partitioning effects.
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Figure 6: Change in the microstructure when the Al concentration is increased from 6.1wt%

to 6.6wt%. (a), (b), and (c) are the V concentration while (d), (e), and (f) are the Al

concentration.

Thus by using DFT in combination with cluster expansion theory and potential

renormalization theory to calculate the local free energy, and incorporating with the

phase field equation, we found clear element partitioning effects of Al and V in Ti64,

i.e., a clear tendency that Al and V are selectively partitioned into α and β phases,

respectively, without using any thermodynamic parameter about the phases.

4. Conclusion

In this report, we have succeeded in extending the FPPF method to a ternary alloy, Ti64.

Without using any thermodynamical parameter, element partitioning effects of V and

Al in Ti64 were successfully investigated. The results clearly indicate the enrichment

of V in the β grain boundary while Al is concentrated in the α phase. By modifying

the V and Al concentration by a very small amount, the transformation of the β grain

boundary and the α phase were also studied. All these results are in good agreements

with recent experiments. Thus our FPPF theory is applicable not only to binary alloys

but also to ternary alloys. We are planning to expand its application to more complicated

systems, such as multielement alloys with Al and Mg, to calculate the composition ratio

dependency of the alloy and clarify each feature. This will make it possible to elucidate

the essence of alloys that have been discussed only by empirical rules, and to realize the

necessary properties such as strength, toughness, ductility, plasticity, and lightness to

the maximum.
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Appendix

We have developed a protocol, which can automatically generate and submit a huge
number of FP calculations. DFT [26, 27], cluster expansion theory [28] and potential
renormalization theory [29,30] were applied for setting up the calculation in this protocol.
The outline picture of the protocol is presented in Fig.7. The input parameters are as
follows. For the type of element, currently it can be set to calculate up to ternary
systems. There are 3 lattice types: HCP, BCC, and FCC. The lattice parameters
can be set by using the experimental data or the optimization data result of lattice
optimization for primitive systems. The supercell size is set as 2x2x2, and temperature
can be set at any value. DFT calculation is performed using CASTEP program based
on GGA. With the help of this Pipeline Pilot protocol, the computational cost for the
DFT calculations is significantly reduced.
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Figure 7: The Pipeline Pilot protocol has 5 main steps of calculations: for pure system,

primitive system, super cell, free energy and interstitial.
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